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	Poised to become the leading reference in the field, the Handbook of Finite Fields is exclusively devoted to the theory and applications of finite fields. More than 80 international contributors compile state-of-the-art research in this definitive handbook. Edited by two renowned researchers, the book uses a uniform style and format throughout and each chapter is self contained and peer reviewed.


	The first part of the book traces the history of finite fields through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The second part presents theoretical properties of finite fields, covering polynomials, special functions, sequences, algorithms, curves, and related computational aspects. The final part describes various mathematical and practical applications of finite fields in combinatorics, algebraic coding theory, cryptographic systems, biology, quantum information theory, engineering, and other areas. The book provides a comprehensive index and easy access to over 3,000 references, enabling you to quickly locate up-to-date facts and results regarding finite fields.
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Creating Interactive Web Sites with PHP and Web ServicesSybex, 2003
Build Dynamic Websites with PHP and MySQL—and Extend Those Sites with      Web Services
      
      PHP and MySQL are great tools for building      database-driven websites. There's nothing new about that. What is new is      the environment in which your site operates—a world rich (and growing...
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101 Ways to Boost Your BusinessAllen & Unwin, 2006
In the daily course of my work as a marketing consultant I spend a lot of time talking to successful business people. Without exception, these individuals have a wealth of knowledge and experience that they apply to their businesses and which makes them successful. We often laugh about how much easier things would have been if we could have applied...
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Paranoia: The 21st Century FearOxford University Press, 2008
"An absorbing, entertaining, and illuminating examination of one of the defining topics of our time."--Professor Aaron T. Beck, University of Philadelphia and President of the Beck Institute for Cognitive Therapy, USA
    
Terrorists, child abductors, muggers, delinquent teenagers, malicious colleagues . . . Who wouldnt be...
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PIC Basic Projects: 30 Projects using PIC BASIC and PIC BASIC PRONewnes, 2006
Microcontrollers are single-chip computers consisting of CPU (central processing unit), data and program memory, serial and parallel I/O (input/output), timers, external and internal interrupts, all integrated into a single chip that can be purchased for as little as $2.00. Microcontrollers are intelligent electronic devices used to control and...
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Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science 2013: 38th International Symposium, MFCS 2013, Klosterneuburg, Austria, August 26-30, 2013, ProceedingsSpringer, 2013

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed conference proceedings of the 38th International Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, MFCS 2013, held in Klosterneuburg, Austria, in August 2013. The 67 revised full papers presented together with six invited talks were carefully selected from 191 submissions. Topics covered...
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AIDS (Diseases and Disorders)Lucent Books, 2004

	CHARLES BEST, ONE of the pioneers in the search for a cure for

	diabetes, once explained what it is about medical research

	that intrigued him so. “It’s not just the gratification of knowing

	one is helping people,” he confided, “although that probably is a

	more heroic and selfless motivation. Those feelings...
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